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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT AND CEO
Dear Supporter,
As I reflect on PennFuture’s story over the fiscal year that ended in June 2020, I’m struck by how the forces
of stability and change worked on our organization. Since this note is being written in February 2021, it’s
no surprise those forces continue to affect us.
The context and time horizon are dominated by a global pandemic, racial reckoning and American
democracy under attack.
PennFuture, while just 21 years old, has great potential to evolve into a powerful Pennsylvania institution.
•

•

•

•

We’ve become a significant organization in Pennsylvania, known for our work on behalf of the environment, and for the communities that will only truly prosper when our air, water and climate are healthy,
and our economy is greener and sustainable.
Our staff are thought leaders. Their expertise and opinions are sought out by the elected officials who
shape laws and regulations. Our staff complement includes not only team members with decades of
policy experience, but exciting young advocates who have tremendous ideas and energy to make their
marks on policy and advocacy.
Our relationships with our funders and supporters have deepened. These relationships have been
foundational to PennFuture’s ability to add the capacity and the talent needed to do our work in
increasingly sophisticated ways. This support is helping us deliver on our forward-looking mission.
This mission aspires to help lead Pennsylvania’s transition into a cleaner energy economy, an economy that has been defined by extracting fossil fuels since the 1700’s. We are urged on in this mission
by the climate emergency.
Over the time period covered by this annual report, PennFuture has expanded into Erie, expanded
our civic engagement and democracy program, been vigorous in our legal activities, fought back
over 80 legislative attacks in Harrisburg, appeared in hundreds of media outlets statewide, and
issued important policy reports and recommendations.

PENNFUTURE
HAS BECOME A
SIGNIFICANT
ORGANIZATION IN
PENNSYLVANIA,
KNOWN FOR OUR
WORK ON BEHALF
OF THE ENVIRONMENT, AND FOR THE
COMMUNITIES…

Coupled with solid governance from our Board and our strong financial underpinnings, this growth in
impact, influence and capacity are all factors that lead me to conclude the organization has never before
been this stable, and has the makings of a Pennsylvania institution.
At the same time, however, we must continue to navigate a global pandemic that has claimed more than
500,000 American lives, racial injustices that have never been prioritized in the environmental field, and
unprecedented attacks on our democracy that are being felt not only in Washington, but here in our state.
PennFuture has remained stable even as we have navigated the nexus of three of the most significant,
simultaneous events in recent history: A global pandemic, the resurgence of unprecedented violence
against Black people (including at the hands of law enforcement) and attacks on our democracy.
PennFuture’s raison d’etre persists through the changes imposed by the pandemic. The legislature and courts
remain in session, and polluters keep polluting, so our role as a watchdog is still very relevant. We were
able to move quickly to all staff working from their homes, but a lot of adaptation was needed to get the
outcomes and output we were working towards, and achieved. (See our Board Chair Thomas B. Schmidt III’s
note for more.) And while we are nimble enough to keep on task, keep our team employed and taken care
of, the long-term impacts of the pandemic on the organization are hard to envision. Our staff is getting
weary, and the isolation from each other and from the activists and partners that help fuel our advocacy is
grueling. In order to survive the pandemic with our well-being intact, as an employer we have been doing
our best with the matters in our control, while remaining open to personal and professional changes.
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In 2020 PennFuture
achieved the GuideStar
Platinum Seal of
Transparency. This is
the highest recognition
by GuideStar, the
world’s largest source of
information on nonprofit
organizations, of our
commitment to transparency and accountability
to our supporters. Two
of the impact metrics we
are currently reporting
on GuideStar are:

2017
2018

23
27
49

2019

58

2020
Number of legislative pieces
PennFuture worked on

2017

18,959

2018

23,610

2019

22,996

2020

38,340

Total number of messages our
supporters sent to decision makers
through our action alerts

For more information about
PennFuture, visit our listing
on GuideStar.org.

PennFuture’s racial reckoning, which began in 2019 when our strategic plan contemplated how
to raise diversity, equity and justice and inclusivity throughout the organization, has grown
stronger and garnered increased commitment from staff and Board alike. We quickly realized
the work we anticipated doing to promote justice, and the ways in which we planned to do it,
were too modest in terms of what has been needed for far too long, and can no longer be put
off as priorities. In a field that is dominated by white-led organizations, staffed by mostly white
professionals, PennFuture is now making bolder commitments to being truly inclusive and
affirming, both internally with our staff and Board, and externally with how we prioritize the
needs of communities of color who are disproportionately affected by negative health outcomes
due to lop-sided and loophole-ridden policies and insufficient environmental regulations.
Lastly, dangerous threats to our cherished democracy, many of which are playing out in
Pennsylvania as much as they are in Washington, D.C. and across the U.S., are a source for
concern. How can PennFuture be effective with its mission in a large state that is so politically
divided? Working across urban/rural divides and within a state and local government system
that seems to have broken down along intractable party lines is more than perplexing.
Pennsylvania’s legislature is controlled by an increasingly anti-environmental and antidemocratic majority, emboldened by staunch partisans. PennFuture’s ability to advance state
level, pro-land, air, water, climate and clean energy legislation is constrained. Likely the current
two-year legislative session will be a repeat of the last one, where we fought off so many
attempted regulatory rollbacks and bad legislation. The greater opportunity for pro-environment,
pro-green economic recovery and pro-climate legislation will be at the national level and so we
are adapting and pivoting some of our work in that direction.
But over the long term the people of Pennsylvania must renew the common love of our
landscape, wildlife, clean air and water that have gone to the wayside because of extreme
partisanship. Can this dangerous trajectory be interrupted? How can PennFuture change to
help rebalance the dialogue across our state?
PennFuture has initiated civic engagement and democracy work as a strategic pathway to
establishing legislative bodies that are more balanced in their environmental views, including
with broader representation of environmental justice communities and their concerns. This was
a major addition to the strategy of the organization. The work started out as highly transactional, focusing on registering more individuals of color to vote, and helping “get out” those votes.
But now, we must engage with a range of threats including attempts to amend the state
constitution to provide for gerrymandering of our judicial elections, and attempts to roll back
voting opportunities that were just recently expanded with bi-partisan support.
Managing change is not a foreign concept to leaders. But managing change in response to
multiple and intersecting reckonings that are touching everything from individuals to institutions may be for many of us. Over 21 years ago, PennFuture was born from the proposition
that the environment needed lawyers and lobbyists; that was our purpose. I believe we should
accept—and push—change with that origin story in mind. We welcome the eyes that are upon
us as we make our way forward, and look for those—like so many of you—who will help and
support us along the way.

Jacquelyn Bonomo
President and CEO
jbonomo@pennfuture.org
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD

Organizations, like people, make their own history, but not in circumstances of their own choosing.
Near the end of the fiscal year that is the subject of this Annual Report, the COVID-19 pandemic
swept around the world, affecting all of us as individuals and affecting the communities in which
we all live. I need not try to catalogue the economic consequences of the pandemic, or its impacts
on our social fabric and government at every level. But, the important work to enhance the
protection of Pennsylvania’s environment and to fight climate change could not be suspended.
As this Report will show, even though many of the ways PennFuture’s staff did their work had to
be changed, much has been accomplished and groundwork for more progress has been advanced.
One of PennFuture’s strategic goals has been Pennsylvania’s participation in the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). During the time period covered by this report, Gov. Tom Wolf
issued an executive order to craft a carbon reduction program in Pennsylvania similar to the
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, and work has progressed steadily in the year and a half
since to advance this important work which continues to be a priority for PennFuture.
Another goal achieved was the opening of our Erie office and the campaign for “Our Water, Our
Future: A Common Agenda for Protecting Pennsylvania’s Lake Erie Watershed.” This campaign
exemplifies PennFuture’s commitment to restore badly damaged water resources. But, just as
importantly, it also recognizes that engagement with local communities and civic partnerships is
both a strategy for success and an investment in the future of environmental stewardship where
it matters most.
PennFuture did not ignore the challenges brought forward by the pandemic. Rather, it published
its “A Green Stimulus and Recovery Platform for Pennsylvania” report, setting out a realistic and
widely-praised program that reflects our core position—vigorous environmental stewardship and
responsiveness to climate change make economic sense now, and for the future.
Nor has PennFuture ignored the many ways a degraded environment affects communities also
harmed by racial injustice, economic adversity, and political disenfranchisement. Aware that its
own practices must reflect its goals, PennFuture’s strategic plan and its work this year were internal
as well, with its staff and board of directors undertaking self-evaluation and improvement.
I cannot end this message without thanking Char Magaro, whose passionate leadership as chair of
PennFuture’s board was fundamental to our success and an inspiration to all of us as we continue
the work.

…ENGAGEMENT
WITH LOCAL
COMMUNITIES
AND CIVIC PARTNERSHIPS IS BOTH
A STRATEGY FOR
SUCCESS AND AN
INVESTMENT IN
THE FUTURE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP
WHERE IT
MATTERS MOST.

Thomas B. Schmidt, III
Chairperson
PennFuture
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FROM PENNFUTURE’S BLOG
Every year PennFuture publishes dozens of blogs by staff and invited writers. Here are excerpts of some of
our favorites for the fiscal year, July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020.
You can read the complete blogs online at https://www.pennfuture.org/blog

Fallacy, Fiction, and Falsehoods: Debunking RGGI Myths Part 1
February 4, 2020 I Rob Altenburg, Director of the Energy Center
On January 31st, 2020 the Department of Environmental Protection released its proposal to advance
a cap-and-invest program to reduce carbon emissions in Pennsylvania that is compatible with the
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). Facing the prospect of actually having to pay for their
pollution rather than being allowed to dump it in the air for free, polluters and their friends are
mobilizing to oppose the proposal with fallacies and mistruths.
Below are three of the most inaccurate statements made so far by polluter-friendly elected officials
in Pennsylvania, along with responses debunking these dubious and misleading claims.
Myth: Legislative approval is required to execute a carbon cap-and-trade program. On Jan. 16.,
state Rep. Daryl Metcalfe sent a letter to the executive committee of RGGI, asking them not to move
forward with Pennsylvania’s proposed entry into RGGI. In his letter, Metcalfe claimed Pennsylvania
has a “rogue governor” and that “Pennsylvania law requires that in order for the governor to execute
a carbon cap-and-trade program such as RGGI, explicit approval is required from our Commonwealth’s legislative branch.”
Response: Legislative approval is not required. Pennsylvania’s Air Pollution Control Act gives the
DEP, through approval of the Environmental Quality Board (EQB), very clear authority to set limits
on pollution and, where necessary, cooperate with other states to do so. The DEP’s proposed rule
couldn’t be more clear that interstate compact is required. It says “The Department will determine
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whether to participate in multistate CO2 allowance auctions in coordination with other participating
states or to conduct Pennsylvania-run auctions…”—the proposal also contains specific provisions for
a Pennsylvania-run program and says that we will only participate in a multi-state auction if the DEP
determines there is one that is compatible with our program and the benefits of doing so outweigh
the costs.
Article I § 27 of Pennsylvania’s Constitution says that our “public natural resources are the common
property of all the people” and that the Commonwealth acts as trustee to “conserve and maintain”
those resources. Instead of questioning the governor’s authority to act, Rep. Metcalfe should ask
himself why he thinks it’s acceptable for polluting industries to dump their waste products into our
air for free. How is that consistent with his oath of office?
Myth: Pennsylvania is already a leader in cutting carbon emissions, so joining RGGI is not
needed. In an Oct. 16 edition of the Pennsylvania Business Report, Pennsylvania Senate Majority
Leader Jake Corman argued that “Pennsylvania is out ahead of many states when it comes to
reducing carbon emissions through the RGGI compact...But joining a compact where you give up
state independence, in an area where we are already making improvements, seems shortsighted
and leaves us open to the possibility of being stuck with the poor decisions and outcomes for
others in the agreement.” Similarly, in a news release issued on Oct. 3, the House Republican
Caucus argued that “Pennsylvania’s energy sector is currently reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by as much as 30 percent in recent years, according to some estimates, and the industry is doing
this without burdensome regulations.”
Response: Of course Senator Corman and the House Republican Caucus know they are comparing
apples and oranges—they just hope you don’t notice. For all its “progress,” Pennsylvania is the
fourth-highest emitter of carbon pollution in the nation behind California, Texas, and Florida. New
natural gas plants have driven most of our coal generation out of business reducing our emissions,
but we started with about one and a half times the coal generation as all of the other RGGI states
combined. This is a case of being so far behind, the Senator thinks we are in first place. The real
issue though is not what we did, but how we move forward.
We don’t have enough coal left for the trends of the past to continue and
neither the Senator nor the Republican Caucus have a plan to solve our
emissions problem. Rather than reducing emissions, they are working on a
package of bills to further subsidize fossil fuel generation. Gas has likely
already become a bigger source of carbon pollution than coal in the state
and replacing additional lost generation with gas will result in net increases
in pollution—we can’t drill our way to a clean and healthy environment.
Instead of more fossil fuel subsidies, we need to implement a program like
RGGI to cap carbon pollution and invest in carbon-free alternatives like
clean renewable energy and energy efficiency. A recent report by The
Analysis Group shows CO2 emissions in the RGGI states have dropped
from over 180 million tons per year to under 80 million tons per year while
providing over $1.4 billion in net economic benefits. That is the kind of
progress we need.
continued on next page
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Myth: Joining RGGI will increase electricity prices and result in job losses. In a June 24 article
published by the Commonwealth Foundation, the author implies that RGGI will result in a 64 percent
increase in the price of electricity, while it will also result in a loss of between 7,000 to 11,000 jobs per
year.

ADDING MORE
NATURAL GAS
IS A CLIMATE
KILLER SO WE
NEED BETTER
CHOICES…
CLEAN AND
RENEWABLE
ENERGY HAS
MORE POTENTIAL
JOB GROWTH
THAN DIRTY
FOSSIL FUELS.

Response: To come by those shocking numbers, the Commonwealth Foundation relies on a “working
paper” by David Stephenson of the Caesar Rodney Institute. Both organizations are part of a Koch-funded
umbrella organization called the State Policy Network that actively opposes climate change regulations,
so it shouldn’t surprise anyone that they are cherry-picking data to try and make their point.
What is surprising is that the Commonwealth Foundation found it necessary to cherry-pick data from a
report that already cherry-picked data. The underlying report actually says prices in RGGI increased less
than the average in the US, they just increased more than “comparison states.” If you skip their alternative facts altogether and go directly to the Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) report on average
state prices (the authority they cite) you get a much different picture.
Average price per megawatt hour (MWh) across all sectors in RGGI did rise 7% from 2007 through 2016,
but the prices in Pennsylvania and the U.S. as a whole rose more than 12% over that same time period.
If you update the data to 2018 (the most current available) RGGI is even better with a 6.6% increase
from 2007 compared to an 11.2% increase in Pennsylvania and 15.3% for the U.S. as a whole.
The other critical factor groups like this purposely ignore is that the cost per MWh is only one part of
your bill. If a family or business installs solar generation or invests in energy efficiency, their monthly
electric bills can drop substantially even if the retail price of power goes up. The RGGI states take
advantage of this by investing in efficiency and renewable—far more than Pennsylvania.
To make their claims on job losses, the Commonwealth Foundation resorts to another report from
a State Policy Network affiliate, this time from Rhode Island. The really surprising thing about this
report is that it doesn’t pretend to be about RGGI at all—this is a report about renewable energy
portfolio standards that tries to claim investing in clean renewable generation though programs
like Pennsylvania’s Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards (AEPS) causes job losses.
What we know for a fact is that the remaining large coal plants in Pennsylvania are all nearing retirement age and no plans are on the table to build more. These plants will eventually close with or without
RGGI—we need to plan for what is next. Adding more natural gas is a climate killer so we need better
choices. Right now, far from being sources of job losses, the largest job growth sectors in the U.S. are
solar installers and wind technicians. Pennsylvania in particular has over 68,000 energy efficiency jobs
and over 9,000 renewable energy jobs. Clean and renewable energy has more potential job growth
than dirty fossil fuels.

Next steps
The title of this blog says it’s “Part 1” of a series debunking lies, myths, and misconceptions about RGGI
and carbon pricing. While it would be nice if a “Part 2” was not required, the people who are making
these claims are not likely to stop. Back in 1710, Jonathan Swift wrote that “if a lie be believ’d only for an
hour, it has done its work, and there is no farther occasion for it.” Unfortunately, that is just as true today.
Stay plugged into PennFuture and our blogs as we follow the rule-making process that could end with
Pennsylvania joining RGGI.
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Fighting for Our Future
March 20, 2020 I Jared Stonesifer, Director of Media Relations

There is power in unity and there is power in numbers. When we all come together and speak in a unified
voice, decision makers have no choice but to listen.
That was the primary takeaway from a rally on March 9 when 35 environmental, faith and civic groups from
across Pennsylvania banded together on the steps of the Capitol rotunda in Harrisburg. We came from all
corners of the Commonwealth for one common cause: to speak out against House Bill 1100, a dangerous
piece of legislation that could radically alter Pennsylvania for decades to come.
The bill, passed by the General Assembly on Feb. 4, offers billions of dollars in taxpayer subsidies to the
fracked gas and petrochemical industries. If this legislation becomes law, it means Pennsylvanians everywhere will be paying for and subsidizing massive amounts of pollution, environmental degradation and
sickness that come along with fracked gas and petrochemical expansion.
For PennFuture and dozens of other organizations, this is an unacceptable vision for our future.
Our world is at a crossroads when we need to be moving away from fossil fuels, not using taxpayer money
to fund their expansion. This bill completely disregards the need for immediate action on the climate
crisis, and it asks Pennsylvanians to trade their health for the promise of jobs.
As soon as the final vote on House Bill 1100 came through on Feb. 4, we at PennFuture knew there had to
be a strong and strategic response. Over the next four weeks, PennFuture staff worked diligently—some of
them working solely on this event—to make sure this rally unfolded in a professional and powerful way.
It was obvious from the start that PennFuture couldn’t pursue this endeavor alone. If there was truly to be
a powerful and impactful response to House Bill 1100, it would have to be a coordinated effort amongst
partners to not only spread the word, but to pack the steps of the rotunda in a show of force. We needed
to show that it wasn’t just industry and labor that has a voice in this process.
The response from other organizations—and even regular citizens—was immediate and forceful. It didn’t
take long before we compiled a list of 34 other co-sponsors that lent their skills, time and passion to the
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cause of rallying against House Bill 1100. We enlisted the help of a number of legislators in Harrisburg,
and two—state Rep. Sara Innamorato and Sen. Katie Muth—were able to speak at the rally.
The final list of sponsors was as diverse as it was long: statewide groups like PennEnvironment, Sierra
Club, Natural Resources Defense Council, One Pennsylvania and others joined with us, as did regional
groups like the Center for Coalfield Justice, The Climate Reality Project – Pittsburgh and Philadelphia
chapters, Capital Region Stands Up, and the Delaware Riverkeeper Network. There were faith groups,
civic groups, and political groups of all shapes and sizes.

OUR RALLY WAS
A RESOUNDING
SUCCESS… THIS
WAS THE VERY
DEFINITION OF
TEAMWORK, OF
MANY DIFFERENT
GROUPS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT
PRIORITIES COMING TOGETHER
FOR THE COMMON
GOOD TO DEFEAT
A VERY BAD, VERY
DANGEROUS BILL.

A tremendous amount of work occurred behind the scenes, too.
PennFuture staff worked on renting charter buses from Pittsburgh and Philadelphia and coordinated the
effort to fill those buses with supporters. PennFuture staff created and printed signs to be used at the
rally, while other staff worked on securing enough food to feed more than 100 people at the rally. Finally,
our development team worked hard to secure donations to make this event—and everything that went
along with it—possible from a financial perspective.
To say that this event was a team effort isn’t strong enough, and not just from PennFuture staff. This was
a coordinated, strategic effort from hundreds of people representing dozens of organizations across
Pennsylvania.
Even on the morning of the rally—when it became clear that half the people who registered for seats on
our buses weren’t going to show up because of coronavirus fears—we knew there was no way this rally
could fail.
Even though so many people stayed away, we still packed the steps of the rotunda with friends,
supporters and colleagues who all banded together to speak in a unified voice. Conservative estimates
put the number of attendees at more than 120 people.
It’s safe to say that people listened. Those on the other side of the issue—labor unions and industry—put
together their own, much smaller rally as a response to ours, a rally that took place directly after ours in
the Capitol. Media coverage was swift and included a mix of newspapers, radio stations, television stations
and blogs. The entire intent of the rally was to make a statement, and that’s exactly what happened.
Our rally was a resounding success, but the purpose of this blog isn’t to pat PennFuture on the back.
To the contrary, this was the very definition of teamwork, of many different groups with many different
priorities coming together for the common good to defeat a very bad, very dangerous bill.
None of this is to say that the fight is won. It’s not, because the fight isn’t over. The Legislature on
Wednesday sent House Bill 1100 to Gov. Tom Wolf, who has vowed to veto it. Even if the governor does
the right thing and vetoes House Bill 1100, a certain faction within the General Assembly has promised
to try to override that veto.
So, the fight remains. Will you do your part to help beat back this horrible legislation? Will you contact
your legislator, write a Letter to the Editor, or get in touch with PennFuture to see how else you might
help?
Even with these uncertain times amidst a global pandemic, threats to our environment and to the
health of our people will not stop. PennFuture, and indeed dozens of our partner organizations, will
remain vigilant on this and other issues of great importance to Pennsylvanians everywhere.
Will you join us?
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Five Environmental Consequences of the Covid-19 Pandemic for Pennsylvania
April 8, 2020 I Matt Stepp, Executive Vice President & Chief of Staff

The environmental, economic, and social impacts of Covid-19 are profound and are reshaping how we
work, recreate, and live our daily lives. While the impacts of this crisis will continue to shift and grow
with each passing week, a number of critical environmental observations relevant to Pennsylvania are
becoming clearer:
1. The importance of our outdoor and green spaces is vital now more than ever. Governor Tom
Wolf issued a “stay-at-home” order to compel citizens across the Commonwealth to limit their daily
interactions with others to curb the spread of the coronavirus. The order allowed engaging in outdoor
activities as long as safe social distancing guidelines were followed. Pennsylvanians have responded
by visiting their state parks, state forest lands, and municipal parks in record numbers. The opening of
trout season was pushed up by a week to provide anglers more access to fish stocked streams. Whether
for exercise, taking in the warm weather, getting our children outside, or wholesome recreation, it’s
clear that connecting—or for many re-connecting—with the historic trails, forests, streams, and lakes
of Pennsylvania has been an important escape from the pandemic. The health crisis is re-teaching us
how important our green spaces—and by extension the conservation of these special places—are to our
mental and physical wellbeing. While for terrible reasons, new and old generations of hikers, anglers,
birders, walkers, boaters, hunters, and runners are experiencing the state’s natural beauty, which could
have long term positive impact on the use and conservation of our public lands.
2. Covid-19 is exacerbating the equity and justice gap between communities impacted by pollution
and those that are not. Much reporting has been done on how the pandemic is impacting people
differently. While blue collar workers are filing for unemployment, poor, immigrant, and black and
brown neighborhoods are experiencing higher levels of infection and death than those that are more
affluent. The pandemic is not necessarily an equal opportunist as its consequences are being felt more
acutely by those without access to healthcare, those who can’t work from home, and those with
underlying health and morbidity conditions, such as those caused by chronic pollution. According to
new research from Harvard University, Covid-19 patients in areas with high levels of air pollution had a
higher likelihood of death. Chronic air pollution from traffic, factories, and fossil fuel power plants cause
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more cases of asthma, lung disease, and cardiovascular disease that, when combined with severe
lung inflammation caused by Covid-19, is often fatal. It brings into clear view the long-term damage
caused by chronic pollution to our environmental justice communities and how reducing pollution
should now more than ever be a top public health priority.
3. The Commonwealth’s boom-and-bust fossil fuel economy is unsustainable. Even before the
pandemic, Pennsylvania’s fossil fuel economy was on its heels. Oil and gas company stock prices are
down 60 percent this year irrespective of the pandemic and companies are now drastically cutting
project costs and their workforce. Petrochemical companies worry that Covid-19 will result in yet
another year of falling profits and production. And any recession caused by the Covid-19 crisis could
mark the end of already struggling coal plants and coal mines. In other words, the pandemic is laying
bare an unfortunate truth many already know—the Commonwealth’s fossil fuel industry has no
clothes. The economic hopes hung around fracked gas, petrochemical facilities, and coal plants
are a boom-and-bust mirage. It’s what makes the state legislature’s attempts to provide billions in
taxpayer subsidies to the petrochemical industry even more unsettling. It puts into question why
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) would want to provide waste coal plants yet
another subsidy. And it is inconceivable why the state Department of Community and Economic
Development (DCED) has made supporting a natural gas and plastics buildout its top economic
priority. It’s clear that Pennsylvania needs a new economic development strategy that doesn’t
rely on fossil fuels because our reliance on that industry is destroying not only the health of our
communities, but their opportunity for long term, sustainable prosperity.
4. The anti-environmental movement continues to advance even during a public health crisis.
While the rest of the country and Commonwealth is focused on their safety and health during the
Covid-19 crisis, the anti-environmental movement continues to advance its agenda. The Trump
Administration made a stunning announcement to suspend enforcement of environmental and
public health rules during the pandemic. The EPA is finalizing a rollback of fuel efficiency standards
that the car manufacturers originally helped write and celebrated. The Pennsylvania Senate waited
until the health crisis was in full swing to send to the Governor House Bill 1100, which would have
provided open-ended subsidies for petrochemical plants (he vetoed it). And right now, a group of
state legislators are pushing legislation to strip funds from environmental programs that conserve
public land (see #1) as well as limit environmental protections. These efforts unveil how little regard
the anti-environmental movement has for conservation, public health, and sustainable communities.
5. Post-Covid-19, the Commonwealth has a generational opportunity to reshape the economy
toward sustainable economic development. I’m an eternal optimist. Pennsylvania will make it
through this health crisis. A new normal will set in, but our policymakers will need to get to work
to restart the economy. The federal government already passed a $2.2 trillion stimulus to provide
a 2-month bridge for workers and businesses and they already know that isn’t enough to make it
through the economic recession we’re settling into. Federal, state, and municipal governments will
need to enact a series of stimulus and economic recovery packages to get us through the economic
inactivity caused by the crisis and then get everyone back to work. But it’s clear we can’t just restart
what we were doing pre-pandemic for the reasons described above. The Commonwealth’s economy
was already on unsettled ground and throwing more money at unsustainable fossil fuel businesses
puts our communities back in the same fear of boom-and-bust industries and fear of pollution
impacts. Policymakers needs to get this right and invest in sustainable, shovel-ready projects that
provide family-sustaining wages as well as invest in industries that create jobs without harming our
air, water, land, and climate. This crisis should be a wake-up call to get moving on a stronger, better,
more sustainable economy.
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Fundraising, Events, and COVID-19
May 18, 2020 I Travis DiNicola, Director of Development

Celebrating Women in
C O N SE R V ATI O N Awards
On Monday, March 9th—what seems like a lifetime ago—PennFuture and 35 other environmental groups from across the state participated in the “Fighting for Our Future: Pushing
Back Against Taxpayer Subsidies for Fossil Fuels” rally at the State Capitol.
More than 100 people turned out to encourage Gov. Wolf’s veto of House Bill 1100, which
would have provided ridiculous incentives and billions in taxpayer subsidies to lure more
petrochemical plants to Pennsylvania. We’re very glad to say that the Governor did veto the
bill, though the Legislature could still mount an attempt to override that veto. We are proud
to have packed the room during the rally, but it’s obvious that more people would have
attended if not for fears about the coronavirus pandemic, which was just starting to spread
in Pennsylvania.
A week later on March 16, all PennFuture staff were working from home, and all PennFuture
events had been either cancelled or postponed. It was up to us to improvise and find a way to
still do our important work virtually, in accordance with quarantine and stay-at-home orders
implemented in mid-March.
Our first effort at working within the new normal was partnering with Conservation Voters
of Pennsylvania. In that partnership, we were able to successfully pivot the in-person Earth
Day events we had planned into a 30-Day Challenge online to celebrate the 50th Anniversary
of Earth Day virtually.
Other events were left in limbo, including our 6th Annual Women in Conservation Awards
Dinner. It was to be held on April 30th at the National Aviary in Pittsburgh, and we were really
looking forward to it! Each year, PennFuture honors the accomplishments of exceptional
women conservationists in Pennsylvania.

IT WAS UP TO US TO
IMPROVISE AND
FIND A WAY TO STILL
DO OUR IMPORTANT
WORK VIRTUALLY.

The awards are designed to encourage continuing excellence in conservation and to forge a
stronger network of exceptional women working to protect Pennsylvania’s environment. Each
year the event moves to a different part of the state to honor these women: this year to
Southwest Pennsylvania.
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FROM PENNFUTURE’S BLOG
Before I continue on about the event, let’s take a moment to congratulate the 2020 Women in
Conservation Honorees:
• Women of Lifetime Achievement in Conservation

PENNFUTURE
CONGRATULATES
2020 WOMEN
OF LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT IN
CONSERVATION…

Caren Glotfelty – Executive Director of Allegheny Parks Foundation
Beverly Braverman – Executive Director of Mountain Watershed Association
Patricia DeMarco, Ph.D. – Author and Documentary Film Producer
• Woman of Environmental Community Engagement
Maren Cooke – Environmental Science Educator, Sustainability Salon Host
• Woman of Renewable Energy and Climate
Sharon Pillar – Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Solar Center
• Woman of Environmental Arts
Ann Rosenthal – Environmental Artist & Educator
• Woman of Environmental Media, Marketing, and Communications
Kirsi Jansa – Documentary Filmmaker and Journalist
• Woman of Environmental Education
Camila Rivera Tinsley – Director of Education at Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy
• Woman of Environmental Justice
Raina Rippel – Director at Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project
• Woman of the Watershed
Melissa Reckner – Program Manager for Penguin Court, Brandywine Conservancy

Caren Glotfelty

• Young Woman of Conservation Leadership
Leandra Mira – Leading Organizer of Pittsburgh’s FridaysForFuture & Climate Youth Strike

Beverly Braverman

Patricia DeMarco, Ph.D.

With a list like this it would have been a night to remember. Having it at the National Aviary would
have made it unforgettable. The Aviary is a bird-lover’s treasure. Two years ago PennFuture hosted
a fundraising party there to honor our retiring president Larry Schweiger. A bald eagle greeted our
guests across from the check-in table. Cocktails were had with flamingos. Along with the amazing
food and beverages served in view of the penguin exhibit, we also had visits to our dinner tables
by an owl and a falcon. Combine that with family and friends coming together to celebrate these
women—live events don’t get much better than that.
We knew we had to postpone it. At first we thought we could schedule it for June, but quickly
realized even that would be too soon. Now, we hope we can have the event safely at the Aviary
on October 8th but know that it may not be possible to have a live event at all this year.
Later this summer, if we determine we can still have the event live, we’ll be sure to let everyone
know and make tickets available for purchase. If instead we have to host a virtual event, we’ll do
so with enthusiasm and hope that you can join us in safely honoring these women, in whatever
way we can.
The Women in Conservation event is a fundraising event for PennFuture. The funds it brings in from
our generous sponsors and from tickets sales provide unrestricted support for our environmental
watchdog work. Not having the event makes it more difficult for us to do this work.
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Most of PennFuture’s funds come from grants which are restricted to very specific projects which
are planned out months, if not years, in advance. Unrestricted funds from events and from individual
donors allow us to have the flexibility we need to respond to environmental threats in real time. For
example, if not for the generosity of a handful of concerned donors this spring, we would not have
been able to quickly organize the March rally against HB1100 and create the successful publicity
campaign around it. Unrestricted dollars make a difference.
That’s why I want to give a special shout out to the corporate sponsors of the 2020 Women in
Conservation Dinner who have stayed with us in their support during these difficult times. Thank
you to NextEra Energy Resources, Signature Financial, MaherDuessel, and CLA (CliftonLarsonAllen)!
If you are affiliated with a company that is interested in joining them in sponsoring the 2020 Women
in Conservation Awards, please let us know.

THANK YOU
CORPORATE
SPONSORS

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Women in Conservation event was held virtually on October 8th, with more
than 150 supporters in attendance for a wonderful evening! Thanks for your support!
Though it has been difficult for us, and all charities, to change and postpone our fundraising events,
there has been some good news this spring for the nonprofit world. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security (CARES) Act provided new incentives for donors to contribute to their favorite
charities this year.
We know that right now making a charitable donation may be the last thing on your mind, and
perhaps something not even possible to consider. The pandemic has created unfortunate and
worrisome economic conditions. If you or your family have been adversely impacted by workplace
closures or furloughs, you have our deepest sympathies. We are thinking of you and hope to hear
from you when things get better.
However, if you are in a position to make a donation to PennFuture, or to any other charity you care
about this year, then because of the CARES Act it may be one of the most economically advantageous times to do so. Think of it as a stimulus donation.
These are difficult, unprecedented, and unpredictable times we are living in. Nothing can be done
as it was before. Before we do anything we now first think “how can I do this safely?” And if we can’t
do it safely then how do we “pivot” and change our expectations so that we can be safe? It requires
determination and flexibility to stay successful. And it requires trust and hope to make it worthwhile.
PennFuture is determined to be your environmental watchdog regardless of the challenging circumstances, and we are very grateful for the trust you have given us to support this work.
Stay safe!
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FROM PENNFUTURE’S BLOG

PennFuture Launches the Our Water, Our Future Campaign
to Unify Erie Around Clean Water Goals
June 4, 2020 I Sarah Bennett, Campaign Manager, Clean Water Advocacy

After years of careful and intentional planning, PennFuture recently opened a new office in Erie. We
initially envisioned an opening that included an office in downtown Erie, a press conference with
local media, and a meet-and-greet opportunity for community members to connect with PennFuture
leadership.
Like every other organization, our best laid plans evaporated in mid-March with the onset of the
global COVID-19 pandemic that would completely shut down Pennsylvania’s economy and our ability
to travel.
Instead of a new office space or the benefit of in-person introductions and conversations, I started
my new role as a Campaign Manager for Clean Water virtually with many emails that began “I am
writing to introduce myself… I’d love to set up a Zoom meeting with you.” Not exactly how we
envisioned PennFuture’s entry into Erie, of course.
I was worried about being able to connect with people and organizations remotely, but I have been
incredibly surprised by the positive responses I have received. I have met remotely with dozens of
people in northwestern Pennsylvania and beyond through Zoom and phone calls. From citizens and
non-profit organizations to government agencies and others, I have been amazed by the breadth of
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work being done and passion for protecting our water resources. I have also seen the need for that
work and its importance to be communicated to a broader audience.
Erie is the fifth PennFuture office to open in Pennsylvania. We now cover all four corners of the state
in addition to our strong presence in Harrisburg. By expanding into Erie with the “Our Water, Our
Future” campaign, PennFuture seeks to increase and amplify the voices for the environment and
citizens of Erie by developing a coalition of existing organizations dedicated to protecting our most
important asset: our water.
The initial goal for PennFuture in Erie is to bring together organizations to develop a Common
Agenda for Clean Water Advocacy. The process for developing this agenda has been taking shape
with COVID-19, economic struggles, racial inequality, and social unrest in the background.
As I sit meeting with people at my computer to discuss this very specific goal, the world is changing
outside my window. It would be naïve to think that this endeavor will not be impacted by this
changing world. But now more than ever people need to organize and stand up for what is right. It is
right to stand against inequality and injustice. It is right to stand up for environmental protection.
The two are not mutually exclusive and both are intimately connected with our mental and physical
wellbeing.

CLEARLY AN INJUSTICE
WAS OCCURRING
THAT WAS DISPROPORTIONATELY
BORN BY PEOPLE
WHO WERE ALREADY
DISENFRANCHISED.

The intersection between inequality, injustice, and environmental protection is well illustrated by
the situation with Erie Coke Corporation. For decades this plant, which sits directly on Presque Isle
Bay, continued operations despite routinely skirting environmental regulations. Coal and contaminated waste water escaped into the nearby waterways and emissions with benzene and toluene
above DEP action levels were regularly spewed into the air. The community surrounding Erie Coke
has a 49 percent poverty rate and its population is 54 percent minority. Clearly an injustice was
occurring that was disproportionately born by people who were already disenfranchised.
Citizen activists banded together to demand justice for all of Erie, but especially for the community
directly surrounding the plant. They formed a group called Hold Erie Coke Accountable (HECA) and
asked citizens to share their experiences. Through these actions, HECA raised awareness of the
injustices of Erie Coke and eventually, continuous pressure from citizens and the City of Erie led to
the plant’s closure.

Erie Coke Corporation

By unifying around a common goal, citizens and decision makers earned a huge win for Erie and
accomplished a step in the right direction to defend the citizens living closest to the plant. I hope to
build off of this success on a broader scale and bring people together to continuously protect our
water resources, and in doing so, protect our citizens and preserve resources for future generations.
In a time filled with great uncertainty and fear, bringing people together for a positive common goal
of protecting water resources has offered me solace and purpose. I look forward to working with the
passionate people of Northwest Pennsylvania to advocate for the clean water that our lives and
livelihoods depend on.
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FROM PENNFUTURE’S BLOG

Looking in the Rearview Mirror
June 8, 2020 I Char Magaro

In all honesty, by 1994 after six years leading two environmental movements—the PA Rainforest
Action Committee and Central PA Earth Day Committee—I became disillusioned that the 20th
anniversary of Earth Day would reignite action from Washington to address the threat of global
warming, as it was referred to then. For the next 10 years my activism took the form of writing,
publishing and studying this country’s history of environmental irresponsibility.
In 2004, John Hanger—the first Executive Director of PennFuture—asked me to join the Board of
Directors of the organization. At the time, their motto was “Every environmental victory is an
economic success.” Bingo! I found my tribe.
PennFuture has always, even from inception, been highly respected within Pennsylvania’s environmental community. Where it had tremendous impact was in the halls of the Capitol. Those were
‘good times’ for the environment.
We had the ear of Governor Ed Rendell, who had faith in Hanger and PennFuture. There was more
balance in the legislature. DEP and DCNR were doing good work and our Energy Center was busy
paving inroads for alternatives and throughout those years, our funding from Heinz and Pew
Foundations remained strong. In sum, the staff of PennFuture were laying the foundation of what
would become a distinguished environmental organization in Pennsylvania.
By 2008 we were celebrating our 10th anniversary with Vice President Al Gore in attendance to
support us. Mr. Gore describe PennFuture as “the only statewide environmental organization in the
country with a three-tier focus of policy, legal and energy work.”
We were riding high on successes until the chessboard pieces shifted. Hanger moved onto head DEP,
Gov. Tom Corbett replaced Rendell, and the Marcellus Shale created new environmental challenges
while gaining more influence on policy.
At the same time, PennFuture was going through what seemed like a revolving door of leadership.
In hindsight, these were the most challenging years for the board. I give credit to the leadership
of Chair David Lane for guiding the organization through several years of executive searches.
For both the staff and the board members, it was our commitment to PennFuture’s mission as
“the watchdogs of Pennsylvania’s environment” that we refreshed our efforts.
By 2014, I moved into the Chair’s shoes and we were again searching for an Executive Director. In
2015 PennFuture was fortunate to hire Larry Schweiger who had recently stepped down from the
National Wildlife Federation. To be frank, we felt we hit payday. And it turns out we did.
Larry brought new ideas and opened doors for the organization. It was Larry’s leadership that began
the conversation to partner with Conservation Voters of Pennsylvania, which has strengthened our
policy and advocacy work and expanded PennFuture’s influence.
Larry insisted he hire Jacquelyn Bonomo as his chief operating officer. Jacqui came with decades of
environmental leadership and discipline, and she brought structure to the organization and always
had an ear for my input, which made working with her one of the highlights of my tenure.
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When Jacqui became President/CEO in 2017 and hired Matt Stepp as chief operating officer, they
began restructuring PennFuture to meet the political, environmental, financial and personnel
challenges of the time. This was hard work that required serious communication, organization and
action. Throughout, the board was there to guide and support this transition.
During my time with PennFuture, I have witnessed the organization being transformed into a highly
organized, focused and impressive instrument for change. Our reach throughout Pennsylvania has
expanded beyond anything I could have imagined 16 years ago when I joined the board.
I leave PF confident and grateful. Confident that the executives are clear, dedicated and driven
leaders. Grateful that climate change is now a main focus of PennFuture and grateful for my fellow
board members who have always taken their position seriously and when needed, rolled up their
sleeves, put in the time and got the work done with the understanding they are the caretakers of
this important organization.

CHAR HAD GREAT
INFLUENCE ON
THE BOARD, MANY
TIMES OFFERING A

EDITOR’S NOTE:
Though she wouldn’t admit it, Char Magaro was working on climate change issues long before
anyone else was really aware of it. Her activism on this issue, and others, emanates from her early
work advocating for rainforest protection.
Over the years, Char allowed PennFuture to use her restaurants for fundraisers and other events.
We always knew that our guests would feel welcomed and really appreciate Char’s high standards
and hospitality.

POINT OF VIEW
WHICH WAS UNIQUE
AND CREATIVE.

Char was key to the success of PennFuture’s 10th anniversary gala. She conceived the look and the
style of the event so that it rose to fit the stellar line of speakers including Al Gore, Rebecca Rimmel
of Pew Charitable Trusts, and Teresa Heinz of The Heinz Endowments. It was elegant, coordinated
and it ran smoothly because of Char’s attention to detail.
Char was essential in the transition and recruitment of PennFuture’s CEOs, often a time consuming
process, not once but twice. Hours of meetings and interviews were involved in this process. Char
had great influence on the board, many times offering a point of view which was unique and creative. She blended well with all of the different personalities and thought big picture.
For 16 years Char has been a significant part of the life of PennFuture, as we have been part of her
life. She has supported us financially, offered wise guidance, floated many ideas, led the board ably
as chair, and has been an inspiration and friend to many of us.
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FROM PENNFUTURE’S BLOG

At the Bottom of a Steep Learning Curve
June 19, 2020 I Jacqui Bonomo, President & CEO

Since the murder of George Floyd at the hands of police in late May, we have witnessed an ignition
of individual, communal and global action against racism, injustice and inequality.
People are mobilized in anger and in peace, hearts and minds are active and anguished, and consciences are toiling. Aligned institutions, organizations and businesses are grappling with responsibility, and endeavoring to respond and support.
And so it is at PennFuture. My thinking about what the diversity work implanted throughout our
2019 strategic plan would look like has been thoroughly upended.
It’s overly simplistic to say that I anticipated a great deal of our effort would play out the way it has
been described in trainings we’ve been exposed to—fairly prescriptive pathways and a lot of checking of boxes. I had anticipated that organizational culture would need to be explored, and assessed,
and eventually transformed.
But I did not grasp, until now, and because of now, the extent to which the work must begin with
conversations about racism, bigotry and hatred. These conversations have always been part of the
diversity curriculum but now stand at the front of a long line of issues we must work our way
through in an aspiration to be an inclusive, diverse, fair and just organization.
I knew a path to diversity would be painful and difficult, but I thought it might be a collective pain
and discomfort, and now am figuring out the discomfort will be felt personally and deeply. But it
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will never be commensurate to the pain and hurt America has laid on communities of color since
the birth of this country and right up to today.
Over the last weeks, the PennFuture staff that I work with has responded so admirably, and with so
much bravery and leadership. The environmental community wants to be a leader in helping solve
racism and prejudice, but do we really have a clue to how that can happen?
I believe we do, and I believe that knowledge at PennFuture resides with our younger and newer
staff members who bring diversity and fresh ideas to the table, but also deeply personal experiences
that have shaped their worldviews and perspectives.
These individuals have stood up with a generosity of spirit, with clear words and thoughts and with
an insistence that they be heard within the organization. They are pushing our organization forward.
They have expectations and desires for the future and realize we are in a moment when the time to
assert them is ripe.
This team wants our organization to be an ally to the marginalized people of our state, to find new
partners, to understand from them how we can use our privilege and access and resources and yes,
expertise, in service to these impacted communities and the issues they prioritize. Will it always be
possible for us to help? Probably not, but we must figure out some mechanisms and programs to
contribute.

THIS TEAM WANTS
OUR ORGANIZATION
TO BE AN ALLY TO
THE MARGINALIZED
PEOPLE OF OUR
STATE…

On Monday, June 1, after the first weekend of justice actions took place throughout the state,
PennFuture offered a brief statement of solidarity for the justice activists and their calls for change.
Since the next day, June 2, was Election Day, we included our hopes that everyone who is eligible to
vote is registered to vote, and voting regularly as one pathway to that change. In fact, that is one
goal of PennFuture’s new Democracy for All program, which reaches out to communities of color
and provides civic engagement opportunities.
We grasp that the same dynamics of power that have perpetuated racism also have systematically
manipulated the people’s ability to engage with, and have faith in, our elections and civic opportunities. But I hope we do not give up on our democracy or the American flag as a symbol of our dreams
and vision for the future.
I’ve shared some early thoughts here but to say more would immediately put me back in a place
where I think I know something I really don’t, which is what the road to diversity will look like for
PennFuture.
I will have contributions to make to that future, along with many others here. It is within my ability
and control to say with certainty the matter will not be relegated to the back burner.
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FISCAL YEAR 2020 FINANCIAL SUMMARY
PennFuture is committed to charitable transparency. This is a summary from the Independent Auditor’s Report for the
Fiscal Years ending June 30, 2020. Complete audited financial statements for these years, and 990s, are available upon request
or by visiting www.pennfuture.org/financial-information. PennFuture participates in GuideStar, the premier source for
advancing transparency in philanthropy. Financial information is also available at guidestar.org.

Revenues

Category

Notes

Classification

$3,127,100

Grants and contributions

includes memberships and non-cash

Philanthropic support

$58,564

Instigated earned income

includes gross rents, legal fees

Earned income

2%

$186,781

Accounts accruing interest

investment income

Investment income

5%

Other

includes sales of assets and other

Other

0%

$862

Sources of Income
93%

			
TOTAL $3,373,307
								
Expenses		

Category

Notes

Classification

$1,935,301

Programs

all programmatic dollars attributed

Program

70%

Management and
general expenses

all management and general attributed

Operations

15%

Fundraising

all fundraising attributed

Fundraising

15%

$411,464
		
$405,372
TOTAL

Program Expenses

$2,752,137

Source of Income

93%

Grants and contributions
Instigated earned income
Accounts accruing interest

5%

2%

Program Expenses

70%

Programs
Management and general expenses

15%
15%
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Fundraising

FISCAL YEAR 2019 FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Revenues

Category

Notes

Classification

$2,926,794

Grants and contributions

includes memberships and non-cash

Philanthropic support

95%

$47,337

Instigated earned income

includes gross rents, legal fees

Earned income

1.5%

$109,372

Accounts accruing interest

investment income

Investment income

3.5%

Other

includes sales of assets and other

Other

$665

Sources of Income

0%

			
TOTAL $3,084,168
								
Expenses		

Category

Notes

Classification

$2,437,230

Programs

all programmatic dollars attributed

Program

Management and
general expenses

all management and general attributed

Operations

11%

Fundraising

all fundraising attributed

Fundraising

13.5%

$354,294
		
$438,040

Program Expenses
75.5%

TOTAL $3,230,194

Source of Income

95%

Grants and contributions
Instigated earned income
Accounts accruing interest

3.5%

1.5%

Program Expenses

75.5%

Programs
Management and general expenses

11%

Fundraising

13.5%
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THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

We extend our gratitude to each donor who made a gift to PennFuture during our
last complete fiscal year, July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020. The individuals, organizations,
and businesses listed here provide the philanthropic support that makes it possible
for PennFuture to do our work. Each gift makes an impact.

Foundation Support
Anonymous

League of Conservation Voters

Agua Fund

League of Conservation Voters
Education Fund

The Campbell Foundation
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Climate Action Campaign –
National Wildlife Federation

National Wildlife Federation

Colcom Foundation

Natural Resources Defense Council

Community Foundation for the
Alleghenies

Oak Hill Fund

Energy Foundation

The Elizabeth B. and Arthur E. Roswell
Foundation

Enterprise Holdings

Spring Point Partners

Funder Collaborative on Oil and Gas

William Penn Foundation

Heinz Foundation

Woodtiger Fund

Laurel Foundation
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Leadership Circle – $1,000 and above
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Appell, III

Jack Kay

Arabella Advisors

David & Ginger Lane

Vanguard Charitable on behalf of
Clarke & Barbara Blynn

William Lawrence, III

Jacquelyn Bonomo
Cambridge Charitable Gift Fund
Cynthia Carrow and James Kyper
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP
Randall & Maryanne Cline
Prof. John Dernbach
Joel Feldman
Moses Feldman Family Foundation

Robert Levin
MKL Foundation
Ellen & Jim Lutz
Char Magaro
George and Miriam Martin Foundation
Dr. James Mauch
Melissa McSwigan
NextEra Energy Resources, LLC

Jaimie and David Field

Vanguard Charitable on behalf of the Brevoort Fund
of Mrs. Meta B. & Mr. Benjamin R. Neilson

Caryle Glosser

Dr. Kenton Rexford

Barbara & Steven Gold

Dr. Carolyn & Paul Rizza

Otto Haas Charitable Trust

Abigail Rome

John Hanger
John G. Harkins, Jr., Esq.

The Foundation for Enhancing Communities
on behalf of Seward and Debra Ryan

Sue Hostler

Thomas B. Schmidt III, Esq.

Marion Hunt

Morgan Stanley on behalf of Barbara L. Smith
& Vance Packard

Robert Jennings, Jr. & Barbara Bott
Janis & Jonas Johnson
Sherwood Johnson
Dr. James & Sandy Jones
Dr. John & Ann Marie Judson

The Stanny Foundation
Scott Tobe - Signature Financial Planning
UPMC Pinnacle
John Vanco

This is a listing of all donors to PennFuture during our last complete fiscal year, July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020. We have strived to be accurate in this recognition. If your
name is incorrectly listed please contact our Director of Development, M. Travis DiNicola, at dinicola@pennfuture.org or 717-214-7924 so that we can make the proper
correction. Please note that donations to PennFuture made after June 30, 2020 will be listed in our Fiscal Year 2021 Annual Report to be published in February of 2022.
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Rachel Carson Club –
$600 and above

James Ingram

Artistic Resources in Action
Foundation
Chris Baldrige & David Skerpon
Diane Bastian
Katharine & Bruce Brunkhorst
William Dagan &
Victoria Hanko
Jack & Marti Detweiler
Patti D. Ferry
Ann Foster
Donna Hoffman
Anne & Allan MacDougall, III
Marty & Jo Margolis –
The Key Foundation
Michael & Rachel Mark
United Jewish Foundation of
Metropolitan Detroit on
behalf of Dan Moscow &
Sharon Strauss
Glenn Moyer
Mt. Nittany Vineyard &
Winery
Schwab Charitable on behalf
of Larry & Mary Ramsey
Michael Shadow – Sun
Directed Solar Energy
Systems
Tom & Dolly Wallace
David Whiteman
Nancy Wottrich & Bruce
McNaught
WPSU Radio

Keystone Importers Wine
Distributors

Daily Defenders –
$365 and above

Benjamin Speiser &
Valentina Vavasis

Michael Adelman
Fidelity Charitable on behalf of
Dr. Wendy and Gib Battisti
Deanna Behring
Thomas Burnett
Dr. Martha Campbell & Dr.
Richard Clouser
Dr. Wils & Jane Yohe Cooley
Robert & Pam DiNicola
Gilson Snowboard & Ski Co.
David Haase

Cahal & Sarah Stephens

Rev. Myra Kazanjian

Cecily Kihn
Fred Kraybill
Chuck Kurtz
Taylor Lamborn
Michelle Landau
BNY Mellon Community
Partnership on behalf of
Brian Lang
Stacy Levy
Mark & Wendy Lichty
Paula Lockhart
Charles & Susan McPhedran
Johnson & Johnson Matching
Gift Program on behalf of
David Meskers
Benevity Community Impact
Fund on behalf of Norine
& Gregory Minion
Jane Moriarty
Sam Morrison
Karen Reever
Rimerman Family Foundation
on behalf of Howard Serota
and Stacey Hirsch
Lori Serratelli & Steve
Schiffman
Marcus Sheffer – Energy
Opportunities Inc.
Shary & Gary Skoloff
Tom Songer

Vanguard Charitable on
behalf of Edie Stevens
Harriet & Lawrence Stone
Richard A. Surdyk
Mark Szybist
Andrew Washburn &
Kathleen McCauley
Linda Wigington
Todd Williams
Alice Wilson

Watchdogs –
$120 and above
Anonymous
Ann & Bernardino Albence
Rob Altenburg
R. Bruce Arnold
Art Association of Harrisburg
Gerritt & Elizabeth Baker-Smith
Kathlene Baldanza
Douglas Balog
T Rowe Price Charitable
Giving on behalf of Metta
& Roger Barbour
Donald Baylor
John C. Bee
Nancy Bergey
R. Thomas & Paulette Berner
Charles Bier
Schwab Charitable on behalf
of Eric Blank & Nancy Printz
Dr. Roger Bove
Dr. Margaret Brittingham
Barbara Brock
Suzanne Broughton & Richard
Margerum
Baird & Carol Brown
Barbara H Bruce
John Brugger
John Camburn
Kurt Carr
James & Susan Coffey
Commons & Commons LLP
Drs. Kent Crawford & Beverly
Cigler
Diana & Alan Dakey
John Ianacone & Cynthia
D’Ambrosio
Stephen Danner
M. Travis & Michelle DiNicola
Max Dobles
John Dulik
EarthShare Chapters
Dr. William & Helen Elkins
William Ellis
Dr. Kathryn Ellis
William Ewing

J. Feldman Community Trust
Fund of the Jewish Federation
of Cleveland on behalf of
Jebediah Feldman
David Fiedler
Jim Foster & Tracey Ash
Richard Fox
William Frankovich
Timothy & Joan Fulton
Rodney Gasch
Missy Gensimore
Ms. Luana Goodwin
Fran Gough
Dr. Allan & Ann Grundstrom
Marshall & Betsy Hamilton
Joanne Harmelin
HeimWorks Art
Steve Heinz
Dr. Mark Heuer, Ph.D.
Lois Hill
Ray & Nancy Iannuzzelli
David & Lauren Imgrund
Candace Kammerer
J.C. Kasten
Harvey M. Katz
Marilyn Kauffman
James Keenan
Charles King
Randy King
Margaret Kooistra
Dr. Anja Landis
Carolyn Lange
Doris Leisch
Barbara Leo
Nancy Levine
Lawrence Levine
Ellen Lott
Susan Luebbert &
Christopher Hill
Maria MacIver
Brian MacWhinney
Jack Matson
Karen Matyasovsky
Corinne Mayland
Michael & Maria McCabe
Lorraine McCarthy
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Joseph McGillian
Jack & Susan McMillin
Joshua McNeil
Matthew Mehrazar
Mary Anne Mekosh
Lenore Melmeyer
Millville Monthly Meeting of
the Religious Society of
Friends
Sue & Ian Milnes
Lyn Montgomery
Kathryn Morrow
Lawrence Nader
Jonathan Neumann
Gail Neustadt
Note Bistro & Wine Bar
Katie Ombalski
Nicholas L Petchel
Ned Coates & Gayle PetersCoates
Port Family Endowment Fund
Martha Raak
David Richman
Lionel Ruberg
Joan Russo
Candace & Bill Ryan
Brian Saghy
Cathleen & Mario Sangillo
Glenn Schlippert
Kristin Scofield
Adrian Selkowitz
Foundation for the Carolinas
on behalf of James & Mary
Bruce Serene
Dr. Bill & Carol Sharpe
Peg Shaw
Lisa Shulock & Nancy Feyler
Sandra Slesinski
Linda Small
Anne Marie Smith
Christopher & Michelle Smith
Rebecca Stallings
Matthew Stepp
Stephanie & Jim Stoner
Douglas Swift
Elizabeth & Jim Terry

The Arboretum at Penn State
Theatre Harrisburg
John Thompson
Troegs Brewing Company
Margaret Truntich
Lydia & David Vandenbergh
Jerry Walls
Patrick Ward
George Weigand, Jr.
Margaret Whelan
John E Williams
Jane Wilshsusen
Mark Wolfe
Corey & Brynn Wolff
Dr. Victoria Woshner
Clifford Young
Leora & Jonathan Zabusky
David Zanardelli
Sydelle Zove & Stephen
Kaufman

PennFuture Members
ACE Honey
Jeralyn Adams
Christine Adams
Peter Adams
Blaine Aikin
Etta Albright
Eunice & Henry Alexander
Josephine Alexander
Diane Alexanderson
Daniel & Patti Alters
Bob Ambrose
Linda & Michael Ambroso
Jim & Lee Amigh
Jay Andrews
Michelle Anson
Alan Artim
Nancy Artus
Aaron Asbury
Ron Ashton
Joann Aurand
Robert Austin
Frank Ayers
Harry Back
Sidne Baglini

Barbara Baker
Emily Baldauff
Carl Balis
Liz Ball
Marcia Bandes
Dr. Regina Bannan
Lisa Sharfstein & Andrew
Baram
Jack Barnett & Mary Anne
Carletta
Rena & Sam Barnett
Mr. Albert Barney Jr.
Dr. Beth Barol
Hartford Funds on behalf of
Marcus Barr
Daniel Michael Barr
John and Carolyn Barrows
Joel Bartlett
Nancy Bartley
Terrie Baumgardner
Gene Bazan
Jim Bazis
Ira Beckerman
Jeffrey Bedrick
Bee Tree Berry Farm
Dr. Mary Ellen Benedict
Avital Ben-Josef
John Bensinger
Leslie Berger
Joy Bergey
Henry Berkowitz
Sarah Berndt
Douglas Berry
Jon Bershok
Rosaire Betti
Fred Bickerton
Martha Biery
Christina Blackwood
Lisa Borghesi
Dana Bovbjerg
Arnold Bradburd
Bradford Woods Women’s
Club
Anita Brant
Beverly Braverman
Daniel Brennan

Patrick Brennan
Mary Jo Brinker
Jasper & Lindsay Brinton
Michael Brock
Melvin Brody
Clarence Brommer
Joseph Brosky
Donald Brown
Paul M. Brown
Brian Brown
Robert Bruckman
Tina Brunetti
Linda Burke
Dr. Janis Burkhardt
Erica Burman
Paul Burroughs
Carol Buskirk
Felecia Bute
Carol & John Butler
Rebecca and Benjamin
Campbell
Russell & Ellen Campbell
Cherie Campbell
Capt’n Dan’s Salmon
John Capowski
Dr. Robert Carline
Carlisle Thai Cuisine
Carol Carlson
Donna Carswell
Ron Celentano
Susan Chopp
Edward Chowanes
Katie Chriest
Linda Christman
Dino Ciabattoni & Debbie
DiBucci
Dr. James Clair
Barry Clark
Theodore Clattenburg Jr
Emily Cleath
David Clemens
Dave & Melissa Jo Closterman
Rosemary Coffey
Dana Cohen
Carol Collier
Lawrence Collins
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PennFuture Members
cont.
Robert Colman
William Cologie
Kevin Conahan
Sarah Conlon
Catherine Contarino
Mr Michael Cook
Gary & Beverly Cook
Marie Cooney
Bruce Cooper
Abby Jo Corbin
Maura Cowan
Michael Cox
Jane Coyne
Barbara Craig
AnnaMarie Crelli
Marian Crossman
Mrs. Brinton Culp
Rose Curilla
Dr. Peter Dalby
Mary Jo Daley
Michael Daley
Mary DAntonio
Phyllis Davidson
Mary V Davidson
Dr. Kenneth Davis
Ellen Davis
Charles & Harriet Day
Katherine DeAngelis
Clark & Betty Deforce
Amber Del Baggio
Fran DeMillion
Robert Depew
Schwab Charitable on behalf
of David DeVoe & Laura Lane
David DeWalle
Kim DeWoody
Teri Dignazio
Anthony & Jane DiMenno
Marc Dinardo
Katharine Dodge
Ron Domen
Robert & Susan Donnan
Raymond Dorian
Marsha Dornes

David Drews
Nancy Drye
Linda Dudinyak
Sean Duffin & Sheila McCaffrey
Michelle Dugan
Carol Sue Duling
Peter Duncan
Robert Duncan
Katharine Dunlevy
Craig Dunn
Charles & June Dunn
Tate Dunnivan
Mike and Donna Eisenstat
David Eldredge
Patty Elkis
John Embick
Margaret Emerson
Thaddeus Encelewski
Dr Jeffrey Evans
Frank Evelhoch II
Theodore Evgeniadis
Richard Eynon
James Farmer & Elaine Axelrod
Jane & Bob Ferry
Sandy Field, Ph.D.
Merrill Lynch Bank of America
on behalf of Susan Saul
Fineman
Dr. Lana Fishkin
Bill & Stephanie Fleckenstein
Elizabeth Fleischer
Blair Fleischmann
David & Geri Fogg
Jean Forsberg
Charles & Rosemary Forsythe
Bruce Foster
Karen Fraley
Henry & Elaine Frank
James Frank
Dr. William & Mrs. Joan
Freeman
Freeze Thaw Cycles
Vicky Frerotte
Donald Friedman, MD
Lani Fritz
Gloria Fultz

Martin Galbraith
Ken Gamble, Sr.
Jeanette Gang
Charles Gassert
Kathy & James Gates
Jamie Gauthier
Joe Gavaghan
Richard A. Gaydos
Barbara Geltosky
Trudy Gerlach
Andrew Geronimo
Gloria Gilman
Glacial Lakes Conservation
Society
William “Rocky” Gleason
Elizabeth Good & Mark
Weakland
Pete & Judith Goodman
Sharon Gornstein
Amanda Gotto
Lindsay Grable
Karen Granche
Dan Grandel
Dr. Thomas Graves
Grayfred Gray, JD
David Green
Dr Lawrence & Ann Green
Joseph Gregorio
Robert Griffith
Joseph Gross
Barry Grossman
David & Ann Grove
Michelle & Andy Guckert
Barbara Gundy
Lorraine Gyauch
John and Janice Hahn
Rev. Julian Hall
Margaret Hamilton
Wesley & Sue Hamilton
Bryn Hammarstrom
Eleanor Harding
Fran Harkins
John Harman
Nancy Harris
Harrisburg Senators

Harrison’s Wine Grill &
Catering
Jay Harter
Alan Harvey
Carla Hass
Jerry Hassinger
Lisa Hastings
Susan Hauser
Bonita Hay
Nancy Heastings
Michael Heiman
Fredericka Heinze
Darlene Heisler
Laurie Heller
Lynne Heritage
Janice Herman
Stanley Herman
Barbara & Frank Herting
Sherene Hess
Donna Hess
Kerry Hinkson
Dr. Harry Hochheiser
William Hodgson
Emmy Hofmann
Bonita Hoke
Richard Hollenberg
Jayne Holtman
Hook & Flask Still Works
Ronald Horiszny
Janice & Roger Horn
William B. Hoskins
Jane Hovde
Pat Howell
Robin & Mike Hoy
Dr. Diana Hulboy, Ph.D.
David & Cricket Hunter
Ricki Hurwitz
Bryan Hutchinson
Dr. David & Susan Hyman
Christopher Irwin
Robin Isaacson
Erika Iyengar
Laura Jackson
J.B. Kelly Seafood
Jeans
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Fran Jermain
Jacquelyn Johns
Dr. John Johnson
Nora & Cliff Johnson
Rebecca Johnson, MD
Robert K Johnson
Fidelity Charitable on
behalf of Rev. Dr. Thomas
& Anna Johnston
Harold Jones
Michael Kacey
Heide Kalbach
Dawn Kane
Anne Kaplan
Carol Karl
Adam Katrancha
Dr. Irvil Kear
Marian Keegan
Brenda Keener
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Kelley, Esq.
James Kelly
Joseph Kiefner
Dr Jim Kippen
Elizabeth Kirchner
Dr. Claudia Kirkpatrick
Donna Klaput
Fidelity Charitable on behalf
of Nancy Kleinberg
Cerissa Sutherland
Larry Klotz
Fidelity Charitable on behalf
of Susan Knapp
Dr. Barbara Knickerbocker
Julia Knight
Jeff Knurek & David Hoyt
Karen Knutson
Donna Kohuts
Steven Kokol
Paul Komishock Jr.
Stanley Kopacz
Pam Kosty
Sr. Constance Kozel
Diana Krantz
David Kreamer
Michael Krempasky
David Krenn

Glenn & Dr. Holly Kricher
Sherry Krider
Susan Krug-Gourley
Christine Beauregard
Jonathan Kulp
Franklin & Elizabeth Kury
Brian & Rita Lacey
Ms Joanna LaCorte
Phillip & Gail Landers
Dr. Roger Latham
Martin Laufe
Neil Leary
Patricia Eiserer
Betsy & Dave Leppo
Virginia Lesso
Tanya Letourneau
Andrew Liebhold
Regina Litman
Barbara Litt
Sam Loevner
Ruth Loew
Carissa Longo
Doris Loud
Stephen Loughin
Winifred Lutz
Hans Peters & Laura Lynch
Maureen Madden
Aylin Malcolm
Joseph Manko
Myra Mann
Alexa Manning
Margaret Mansfield & Edwin
Dreby
Anthony Marich, Jr.
Market Square Presbyterian
Church
Bob Marquet
Marile Marshall
Dr. Gail & Holman Massey
Janna & Aaron Match
Marilyn Maurer
James May
Maya Mountain Coffee &
Spice Company
Steve McCarter
Robert McCarthy

Michael & Kay McClurkin
Richard McCorkle
Carol McCullough
John & Sally McDermott
Pershing A BNY Mellon
Company on behalf of
Gilbert McGurl Jr.
Maureen McHugh
Eileen McILhinney
Donna Mckee
Mary A. McKenna
Molly McLaughlin
Judith McLean
Dusty McMillen
Meder-Wilgus
Cindy Mehallow
Michael Mehrazar
Alice & Richard Meloy
Francis Melvin
Chris Merli
Mernin
Tom & Constance Merriman
Peter Meyer, Ph.D. & Kristen
Yount, Ph.D.
Claire Meyer
Midtown Cinema
Midtown Scholar Bookstore
Carl & Nancy Miller
Ellen Miller
Lynn K Miller
Dr. Phyllis Miller
Ada Miller
Gwenn Miller
Tim Mills
Randall & Claudia Minninch
Jabir Mohamedali
John Molinda
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Morgan
James & Kim Morrisson
Robert & Sandra Moyer
Susan Mucha
Eric Munck
Linda & Denny Murray
Maxine Myers
Jon & Lori Nadle
Jack Nagel

Dr. Sylvia & Mark Neely
SMSgt Jack Newborn
Nancy Nice
Nittany Valley Organics
P.A. O’Connor
Kathy Ober
Sr. Barbara O’Donnell
OHF Orchards
Olde Town Deli
Oliver’s Path
Lori Olson
Diane Osgood
OSIsoft Employee Donation
Matching Program
Peter Oswald
John Overbeck
John & Marilyn Palmer
Pamela Paolino
Dennis Papalia
Stephen Parks
Christopher Parzyck
Georgette Pascotto
Gerald Patsiga
David Peacefull
Rachel Pearl
Janice Peischl
Edward Perry
Dr. Alan Peterson
Sharyn Peterson
Ann Pickering
Andrew Place
Laurie Plank
Liz Plummer
Brian Polilli
Dr. Deborah Polk
Jane Popko
Bob Potter
Sharon Price
Carla Puppin
Douglas Quint
Carolyn Raasch
Radish & Rye Food Hub
Martha Ralphe
Susan Randle
Sharon Rathi
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PennFuture Members
cont.
Redd’s Smokehouse BBQ
Theodore Reed
Charles Reichner
Edward Reid
Tina Rhoades & Dr. Lloyd Stires
Daryl Rice
Susan Richards
Tanya Richter
Marie Riegle-Kinch
Anita Rinehart
Patti Rizio
Ruth Roberts
Douglas Rogers
Cindy Rogers
Sherry Rogers-Frost
Alba Maria Roldan
Pauline Rosenberg
Donald Rosenberger
Robert M. Ross
Seth Ross
Thomas Ross
David Ross
Dr. Morton Rubenstein
Dr. Katy Ruckdeschel
Virginia Ruffing
Richard & Margaret Ruhl
Rafael Ruiz
Hannah Ryan
Allen Sachse
Daniel Safer
Inga Saffron
David Salkin
Christine Salomone
Hannah Salvatore
Genevieve Santalucia
Dr. Scott Savett, Ph.D.
Dennis Schaef
Network for Good on behalf of
Michael & Connie Schmotzer
Dr. Michael Schneider
Joan Schooley
Robert Schott
Betty Anne Schwane

Dan Schwartz
Gary Scott
Thomas Searer
Lisbet Searle-White
Thomas Sedor
Ruth & Blair Seitz
Louise Sellon
Elizabeth & Bradley Sevin
Gloriana Sewell
Larry Seymour
Carl Shankweiler
Joan & Michael Shapiro
Finley Shapiro
Wendy Levin-Shaw & Eddie
Shaw
Debra Shepler
David Sidick
Thomas Simpson
Paul Skerl
Stanley Slater
James M. Small
Edward B. Smith
Leonard & Joan Smith
Lisa L. Smith
Robert G. Smith
Mark Smith
Curtis Smith
Linda Snyder
Janice Socha
Angela Sommers
Patti & John Spadaro
Mark & Susan Spicka
Rosemary Spreha
Richard Squadron
Kate & Rick St. John
Christoph Stannik
Judith Starr
Catherine Steckel
Eileen Steding
Dr. Mary Ann Steiner
Sari & Patton Steuber
Peter & Louise Stevens
Andrea Stevenson Sanjian
Marcia Stewart
James & Janet Stewart

John Stolz
Kevin Stoner
Jared Stonesifer
Thomas Stouffer
Olivia Stransky
Martha Straus
Rev. Sandra Strauss
Karl Striedieck
Sister Edith Strong
Jennifer Summerfield
Wayne & Mary Swanger
Charles Swigart
Jag Talon
William & Judith Tanner
Arlene Taylor
TCO Fly Shop
Louis Temme
Naomi Teppich
AJ Thackrah
The Tavern Restaurant
Virginia Thompson
Zachary Thompson
Claire Thresher
Robert Toole
Christopher Tracey
Trader Joe’s State College
Carolyn Trimarchi
Trout Unlimited Doc Fritchey
Chapter
Dr. Walter Tsou
Gary Tuma
Barry & Kitty Tuscano
Tussey Mountain Outfitters
Sandy Unger
Valley Grassfed
Alan Vandersloot
Rev. Shawn Van Dyke
Richard Veleta
Janet Verone
Elizabeth & Frank Verterano
Greg Vitali
VK Wealth Advisors
James Volkomer
Erin Voltz
Susan Waggoner

Anne Wain
Marria Walsh
Brenda Walsh
Matthew Waltemyer
Leroy Walters
William Warren, Jr.
Rev. Janet Watrous
Teri Watson
Craig Way
Todd Waymon
Gail Weaver
William Wegener
James Weiler
Paul Weinstein
Matthew Weir
Weis Markets #137
Robert Wellington
Frank Wellock
Patricia R. Wendell
Amy Wenger
Kathryn Westman
Dawn White
Theresa White
Bruce Whitehair
Susanne Whitehead
Jean Wiant
Tim Wickard
Susan Wilder
Kathleen Wilhelm
Albert Will
Holly Williams
Kerry & Kathleen Wilson
Catherine Wilson
Carol Wirth
Barbara Withum
Phoebe Wooding
Woodring’s Floral Gardens
Susan Wright
Dr. Aaron Wunsch
Dr. Sandra Yeager
Linda & Lee Yohn
Nancy Young
Ellen Zeph
Leah Zerbe
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PennFuture’s President’s Leadership Council (PLC) is a statewide group of diverse individuals
who provide thoughtful leadership and networking on behalf of PennFuture to fulfill our mission
of leading the transition to a clean energy economy in Pennsylvania and beyond.

President’s Leadership Council Members
Joel Feldman

Fred Kraybill

Jaimie Field

David A. Lane

Ann Foster

Mark Lichty

Caryle Glosser

Anne MacDougall

Debra Wolf Goldstein

Doug Neidich

John G. Harkins, Jr., Esq.

Gail Neustadt

Dr. A. Sherwood Johnson

Tom Trounce

James and Sandy Jones

William W. Warren, Jr. Esq.

Neil Korostoff

PennFuture Offices
Central:
610 North Third Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101
717-214-7920

Southeast:
1429 Walnut Street, STE 400
Philadelphia, PA 19102
215-545-9692

Northeast:
425 Carlton Road, STE 1
Mount Pocono, PA 18344
570-216-3344

Southwest:
200 First Avenue, STE 200
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-456-2780

Northwest:
814-790-2977

www.pennfuture.org
Contact PennFuture:
info@pennfuture.org
717-214-7920
610 North Third Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

